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AN INVITATION TO COMMENT ON THIS
CONSULTATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) invites people to make a
submission on this proposal.
The Consultative Environmental Review (CER) proposes the establishment of a
rail freight facility within the Canning Vale Industrial Estate.
In accordance with the Environmental Protection Act, 1986 a CER has been
prepared which describes this proposal and its likely effect on the environment.
The CER is available for public review for up to four weeks from 7th July 1997 to
4 August 1997.
After receipt of comments from Government agencies and from the public the
EPA will prepare an Assessment Report with recommendations to the
Government, taking into account issues raised in public submissions.
Why write a submission?
A submission is a way to provide information, express your opinion and put
forward your suggested course of action - including any alternative approach.
It is useful if you indicate any suggestions you have to improve the proposal.
All submissions received by the EPA will be acknowledged. Submissions will be
treated as public documents and may be quoted in full or in part in each report
unless specifically marked confidential.
Submissions may be fully or partially utilised in compiling a summary of the issues
raised or where complex or technical issues are raised, a confidential copy of
the submission (or part of it) may be sent to the proponent.
The summary of issues is normally included in the EPA's Assessment Report.
Why not join a group?
If you prefer not to write your own comments, it may be worthwhile joining a
group or other groups interested in making a submission on similar issues.
Joint submissions may help to reduce the work for an individual or group, while
increasing the pool of ideas and information.
If you form a small group (up to ten people) please indicate all the names of the
participants. If your group is larger, please indicate how many people your
submission represents.

Developing a submission
You may agree or disagree with, or comment on, the general issues discussed in
the CER or the specific proposals. It helps if you give reasons for your
conclusions, supported by relevant data. You may make an important
contribution by suggesting ways to make the proposal environmentally more
acceptable.
When making comments on specific items in the review document:
clearly state your point of view;
indicate the source of your information or argument if this is applicable;
and
suggest recommendations, safeguards or alternatives.
Points to keep in mind
By keeping the following points in mind, you will make it easier for your submission
to be analysed:
Attempt to list points so that the issues raised are clear. A summary of your
submission is helpful.
Refer each point to the appropriate section, chapter or recommendation
in the CER.
If you discuss different sections of the CER, keep them distinct and
separate, so there is no confusion as to which section you are
considering.
Attach any factual information you wish to provide and give details of the
source. Make sure your information is accurate.
Remember to include:
your name,
your address,
the date, and
whether you want your submission to be confidential.
The closing date for submissions is: 4 August 1997
Submissions should be addressed to:
Environmental Protection Authority
8th Floor, Westralia Square
141 StGeorge'slce
PERTH WA 6000
Attention: Mr Kim Martin
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SUMMARY

Introduction

This Consultative Environmental Review (CER) describes a proposal by
Specialized Container Transport (SC1) to establish and operate a rail freight and
distribution centre in the Canning Vale Industrial Estate. SCI presently operates
from Welshpool but its freight facility there is now at capacity as a result of
increasing demand. The new facility has been designed to meet all of the
company's requirements in the long term and has sufficient area for an
additional warehouse. SCT has considered various alternative sites in the Perth
Metropolitan Region but the site at Canning Vale is the only one which meets
the company's operational and commercial requirements.
The site is zoned for Industrial use under the Metropolitan Region Scheme and for
General Industry use under the City of Canning Town Planning Scheme No. 40. It
is currently owned by LandCorp and is vacant and has been cleared of all
remnant vegetation in readiness for development. The industrial estate has
been substantially developed for general industrial purposes and also contains
two other major warehouse and distribution centres and the Metropolitan
Markets. The rail freight facility site is located in the southern part of the estate
and is surrounded by industrial land and existing industries to the north, east and
west and is bounded by a railway line connecting Forrestfield and Kwinana to
the south. This line is one of the major freight trunk lines in Perth and typically
carries 27 trains per day including during the night and weekends. The railway
reserve also is being considered as part of the Southern Transit Suburban
Passenger Route.
To the south of the railway reserve are the residential estates of Waratah and
Livingstone. The nearest houses in the estate are a minimum of 100m from the
SCT site and 60m from the railway siding which will be used to service the rail
freight facility. Most of the houses in the two estates are more than 150m from
the railway siding, and more than 190m from the SOT site.

Operations at the Rail Freight Facility

Operational procedures at the rail freight facility will involve:
Arrival of trains carrying freight from the eastern states. These trains will
move on to the railway siding in the railway reserve to the south of the site
which will be extended to provide a length of approximately 1600m. The
locomotives will uncouple from the wagons and leave the siding to return
to Forresffield.
The train will then be uncoupled into sets of wagons and a smaller
shunting locomotive will move these sets into the transit warehouse or
onto the sidings within the SOT site.
In the warehouse the freight in vans will be unloaded by small forklifts and
moved to storage and dispatch.
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Containers will be unloaded from the rail wagons by a 30 tonne container
forklift operating adjacent to the SCT sidings. Containers will be
despatched from the site by truck.
Dispatch of freight will involve semi-trailers and smaller trucks which will
arrive and depart from Baile Road which is located to the north of the rail
freight facility.
Loaded vans or container wagons will be moved from the warehouse or
the container railway line back onto the railway siding and coupled
together to form a train ready for departure.
Locomotives will arrive from Kewdale, couple up with the vans or wagons
holding containers and depart. This process will take up to 70 minutes as
the drivers have to check that air pressure is available in all of the brake
systems of the train.
All coupling and decoupling of rail wagons and vans will be supervised by
a suitably accredited employee to manage noise emissions.
Presently at the SCI Welshpool facility, two trains deliver freight each week.
Similarly, two locomotives arrive each week to pick up trains. These presently
depart at 1 93Ohrs each Monday and 0930hrs each Friday.
It is proposed that the Canning Vale facility will similarly operate 24 hours per
day, with train arrival and departure times similar to those presently scheduled at
Welshpool. In addition, at the time the Canning Vale facility is operational it is
expected that there will be three train arrivals and departures each week.
Therefore, there will six train movements per week compared to 190 train
movements on the main railway line in the same time period.
In the future there is a possibility that up to seven train loads of freight will be
delivered and will depart each week and therefore, SOT is seeking approval for
up to 14 train movements each week. In this scenario, the trains will be
scheduled to arrive and depart at specific hours but this proposal only provides
for train arrivals (estimated three/week) to occur overnight (2200hrs to 0700hrs).
It is not intended to schedule train departures between 2200hrs and 0700hrs at
Canning Vale. However, should it be necessary to have nightime train
departures in the future the proposed changes will be submitted to the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) for approval.
The locomotives delivering freight initially will be L Class but it is probable that
these will be replaced in the near future by new AN Class locomotives. The
smaller shunting locomotive which will move sets of wagons onto the SCI site will
be an H Class locomotive which will be fitted with silencers (on the exhaust and
fans), have sound absorptive lining around the engine compartment and
additional treatments as required.
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3.

Environmental Issues

The EPA has defined a series of relevant factors which it considers are important
for its assessment of the proposed rail freight facility and distribution centre. A
summary of the environmental implications of the facility in terms of these factors
is provided in Table Al and a brief description is provided below.
Noise Emissions
A specific assessment of the potential noise levels associated with the rail freight
facility has been made by specialist noise consultants, Herring Storer Acoustics
(HSA). These assessments have involved an analysis of the operations of the
facility including the shunting locomotive, and separate analyses of the arrival
and departure of the locomotives and trains.
Operations at the rail freight facility on the SOT premises will be required to
comply with the Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood Annoyance) Regulations,
1979. However, the DEP expects the new Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations, 1997 will replace the Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood
Annoyance) Regulation, 1979 before the proposal is operational. Compliance
with the existing and the proposed regulations are discussed throughout this
report. Precedence should be given to the Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations, 1997. The Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood Anno)4ance)
Regulations (Regulation 17) require best endeavours to be used to limit
unavoidable noise. Under these regulations outdoor noise levels in residential
areas between 10.00pm and 7.00am (2200hrs and 0700hrs) should not exceed
45dB(A), unless it can be shown that by using best endeavours, these levels
cannot be achieved, in which case the noise is treated as unavoidable noise. It
is likely that the proposed Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations, 1997 will
require the noise level to 42dB(A) or less between 2200 and 0700hrs Monday to
Sunday, with the criteria for 1900 and 2200hrs Monday to Friday, 0700 and
2200hrs on weekends and public holidays being 47dB(A) and 52dB(A) between
0700 and 1 900hrs on weekdays.
The noise levels resulting from the rail freight facility were calculated using a
computer program which is endorsed by the Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) and were based on noise measurements made at the existing
SOT rail freight facility at Weshpool, the topography of the site and its surrounds
and weather conditions. The program was run for calm conditions (no wind)
which is the most favourable for noise propogation to the residential areas in this
instance. The modelling also included noise from the shunting locomotive even
though trains are not covered by the noise regulations. Therefore the results of
the computer modelling provide a worst case scenario.
The modelling demonstrates that in this worst case scenario, the 45dB(A) noise
contour, which is the level in the existing regulations which must not be
exceeded between 2200hrs and 0700hrs, is generally to the north of the railway
line whereas the 40dB(A) noise contour is generally along the south of the
existing rail reserve. Hence, noise levels south of this contour are all less than the
42dB(A) of the proposed regulations. It is concluded therefore, that the
proposed rail freight facility and distribution centre will comply with the Noise
97001 -CER: Proposed Rail Facility, Canning Vale CER
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Abatement (Neighbourhood Annoyance) Regulations, 1979 and with the
proposed Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations, 1997.
As it is not possible to bring train noise within the current and proposed noise
regulations, the EPA has historically made reference to the NSW State Pollution
Control Commission Guidelines for Rail Traffic Noise as an aid to determine if train
noise is acceptable. In this proposal, reference is therefore made to the NSW
State Pollution Control Commission Guidelines only with respect to through trains
on the main line which are outside the current and proposed noise regulations.
The noise associated with the shunting locomotive was analysed and predicted
that the resultant noise levels due to moving, coupling and decoupling of
wagons at the nearest house would be in the order of 41 dB(A).
Specialist noise assessments made for this CER also indicate that the noise
associated with arriving trains will be less than that of trains passing on the main
line due to the lower speed of an arriving train, hence the noise emissions are
predicted to be lower than a passing train by 15dB(A). Thus the LA for an
arriving train is 70dB(A) outside the rear boundaries of the nearest residences.
The impact of noise from the existing passing Westrail trains and from the
proposed arriving trains on sleep disturbance in the nearby residential estate
was determined. The Sleep Disturbance Index (SDI) for passing and arriving
trains has been calculated to be 0.903. This is below the criteria of an SDI of 1.0
recommended by HSA.
When the locomotives arrive to pick up wagons and vans, they will be idling on
the siding for up to 70 minutes in order to carry out safety and regulatory testing
requirements. Therefore, the locomotives will be a stationary noise source for up
to 70 minutes up to seven times each week. The noise from these locomotives
at a distance of 70m (which is the distance between the siding and the nearest
houses in the residential estates) is estimated to be between óOdB(A) and
65dB(A) depending on the type of locomotive used, which if included in the
existing LA , 24hr measured environment (August, 1996) for 1 hour each day
would only increase the existing LA , 24hr level at the site by 1 to 2dB(A).
SCT has investigated methods for reducing noise levels from departing trains.
These include construction of a wall (approximately 7m high x 60m long) along
the south side of the siding, and relocation of the railway siding further north. The
construction of an acoustic barrier will reduce the noise levels of the stationary
locomotives from 60-65dB(A) to about 50 to 55dB(A). SCT will construct an
acoustic barrier between the railway main lines and the railway siding to reduce
noise levels from the stationary locomotives. In addition, SCT undertakes as part
of this CER to restrict train departures to the hours between 7.00am and
10.00pm. Relocation of the railway sidings further north is not feasible. The
sidings are 1.6km in length. Relocating the siding would therefore involve the
purchase of a corridor of land from two other adjacent land owners, one of
which has advised SCT that it does not wish to sell.
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Vibration
Vibration is not considered to be a significant issue by the proponent given that
more than 190 freight trains pass closer to the residential estate each week and
at higher speeds than the up to 14 train movements which could be associated
with the SCI rail siding.
Air Quality
The only air emissions associated with the proposed rail freight facility will be
vehicle exhaust from locomotives, road vehicles, and forklifts. Available data
indicate that the locomotives standing on the siding will comply with generally
recognised air quality guidelines. In addition, as there will be only a maximum of
seven train departures each week, the source of these emissions will not be
present for more than about eight hours each week. Optimal atmospheric
conditions for the dispersal of the emissions from the locomotives towards the
nearby residential estates (light northerlies) also will only occur occasionally as
the predominant wind patterns are from the south-west, west and east.
Most diesel powered road trucks at the site will operate on the north side of the
warehouse buildings at a minimum distance of about 300m from the residential
estate. Atmospheric emissions from these trucks is not expected to affect air
quality in the residential estates.
Particulates
Relatively minor earthworks will be required for construction of the SCT facility.
The potential for dust generation during construction will be managed if required
by the standard technique of spraying water from tanker trucks or similar
vehicles and will be in accordance with the Land Development Sites and
Impact on Air Quality Guidelines of the DEP.
Once constructed most of the surface of the rail freight facility will be covered
with buildings, paving, railway lines, and landscape areas. There is therefore
very little potential for dust generation. Predominant wind directions in the area
also are away from the residential estate.
Surface and Groundwater Quality
All runoff from the rail freight facility site will be collected by a stormwater
drainage system and directed to a sump. There is little potential for
groundwater pollution as there are no operations on the site which have the
potential to pollute apart from accidental spillage of hydrocarbon liquids
associated with motor vehicles and trucks. The operations therefore will be
equivalent to other warehouses and industrial activities in the Canning Vale
Industrial Estate in this respect.
There are no surface waters in the vicinity of the site and therefore no potential
for pollution of surface water.
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Light Spill
A specific assessment of illuminance levels within the site has been made by
consulting engineers and a plan showing the results is included in the CER. The
assessment concluded that there will be no light spill from the site at the
southern boundary of the railway reserve and therefore no impact on the
nearby residential estates. The assessment will be adopted by SOT.
Social Factors
Visual Amenity
A series of plans and artist impressions of the rail freight facility including views
from the nearby residential estate are included in the CER to enable an
assessment of the visual impact to be made. The buildings will be conventional
warehouses similar to others that already ôxist in the industrial estate and they
will be constructed in accordance with requirements of the Local Authority. The
site will also be landscaped and LandCorp has contracted to plant a 30m wide
buffer strip between the site and the railway reserve with trees to provide
screening.
Transport
The proposal is located within an industrial estate which is designed to cope with
large volumes of traffic, particularly trucks. The SOT facility will involve up to 30
trucks operated by SOT and its subcontractors. Each truck will make
approximately four deliveries each day, resulting in 120 trips per day. This level of
usage is negligible compared with the 12,221 trucks estimated to travel through
the industrial area each weekday (based on traffic counts undertaken by Main
Roads WA in April 1996), and will have a minimal impact on the safety of the
existing road network.
Commitments
A summary of the commitments made by the proponent with respect to
environmental management of the proposed rail freight facility is provided in
Table A2.
4.

Conclusion

The environmental assessment presented in this CER demonstrates that the
proposed rail freight facility and distribution centre in the Canning Vale Industrial
Estate will not have a significant impact on either the industrial estate or the
nearby residential estates of Waratah and Livingstone. The facility is equivalent
to other industries located in the industrial estate and is consistent with
acceptable uses for the site as defined in the Metropolitan Region Scheme and
the City of Canning Town Planning Scheme No. 40.
Operations at the facility are able to comply with existing and proposed noise
regulations. The train operations associated with the Westrail main rail and
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sidings are not assessed by reference to the current or proposed noise
regulations, as these regulations are either not relevant or do not apply to trains.
Nevertheless SCT initially intends to restrict the hours of operation of the
departing locomotives to between 7.00am and 1 0.00pm and to construct an
acoustic barrier 60m long and 7m high to minimise the noise levels from the trains
and locomotives. Should nightime departures become necessary in the future,
the company will submit the changes to the EPA for approval.
The facility also will have negligible impact in terms of reduced air quality, dust,
contamination of surface or groundwater, safety of existing road network, and
light spill.
The facility is separated from the residential estate by dual railway lines
connecting Forresifield with Kwinana which are subject to heavy freight traffic
with more than 190 train movements per week.
The main buildings are warehouses which will be similar in scale and
appearance to others within the industrial estate.
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TABLE Al
SCT RAIL FREIGHT FACILITY
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
RELEVANT FACTOR I
EPA OBJECTIVE
Pollution:
Noise & Vibration
To protect amenity of
nearby residents from
noise and vibration,

I EXISTING ENVIRONMENT I
Existing railway Ones
between SCT site and
residential areas carry
about 27 trains each day
(190/week). Existing 1-90
noise levels range from 39
to 48dB(A). Noise
Including trains Is about
LA 24hr 57dB(A) and L A
8OdB(A).

POTENTIAL IMPACT
1) SCT operations
(including shunting
locomotive) will
generate noise levels
less than 45dB(A) In
nearby areas.
2) Noise from shunting
locomotive activities at
nearest houses
estimated to be
41dB(A).
Noise from trains
arrivIng and departing
from rail siding (up to 14
train movements/week)
will be less than from
existing passing trains,
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MANAGEMENT
Noise aftenuallon
measures will ensure
SCT operations will
comply with EPA
objective.
Measures to reduce
noise from Idling
locomotives will include
construction of an
acoustIc barrier 60m
long and 7m high and
restricting operating
hours of departing train
locomotives to
between 7.00cim and
1000pm.
Other measures are not
practical due to site
and cost constraints
and are not justified as
train noise associated
with SCT operations will
not sIgnificantly
increase existing
environmental noise
levels.

I PREDICTED OUTCOMES
1) Warehousing operations
including shunting on the
SCT site will comply with
Noise Abatement
(NeIghbourhood
Annoyance) Regulations,
1979 and proposed
Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations, 1997.
Train operations
assocIated with SCT
operations will not
significanfly Increase
existing noise levels In
nearby residential estates.
3) Vibration effects will be
negligible.
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Noise from
locomotives Idling on
sIding estimated at
óOdB(A) to 65dB(A) at
nearest houses. These
levels are expected to
be 50-55dB(A) with an
acoustic barrier. New
locomotives are
expected to be less.

Air Quality

To protect nearby land
uses from adverse
Impacts from gaseous
emissions.

Parliculates/Dust

To protect nearby land
uses from dust pollution,

Vibration from
additIonal 14 train
movements/week will
be minimal given
number of existing
trains.
Existing environment
Idling trains on siding
currently receives diesel
(7/week for 70min
exhaust emIssions from 190 each) will emit exhaust
passing freight trains each as will shunting
week.
locomotive and road
trucks. Data on
equivalent shunting
locomotive Indicates
compliance with
NHMRC guidelines.
Site works have largely
Minor potential of dust
been completed by
during construction. No
LandCorp.
potential during
operations as site will
be covered with
buildings, pavement
and other works.
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Any locomotives that
Compliance with NHMRC
will be used will comply guidelines and with WHO
with NHMRC Guidelines, and other guidelines from
ground level
concentrations. No
significant change in
existing conditions.

Siteworks will include
spraying of water from
tankers in dry
conditions.

No significant potential
dust pollution off-site
during construction or
operation,
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To maintain or Improve
Surface/
Groundwater Quailly surface/ groundwater
quality

Light Overspill

Social Surrounc
Visual Amenity

Transport

No surface wetlands In
vicinity. Superficial
groundwater In
Bassendean Sands
beneath site.
No lights at present on SCT
site or railway. Standard
street lighting In residential
areas.

None apart from
leakage of
hydrocarbons from cars
and trucks as for any
carpark areas.
Specific assessment of
liluminance levels
Indicates no light spill
beyond adjacent
railway reserve.

Site will have
stormwater drainage
system to on-site sump.

No significant potential for
surface or groundwater
pollution.

Not required.

No light spill beyond
railway reserve.

Visual amenity should
not be unduly affected

No buildings currently on
site. Appearance
Illustrated In photographs
and figures In CER.

Two warehouses will be
partially visible from
adjacent residential
estate.

Parts of warehouses will be
visible to north of
residential estate. Artists
Impressions are Included In
the CER.

Road and rail traffic
should not result In
unacceptable levels of
service or safely on the
existing road transport.

Existing road network In
the area carries an
esllmated 26,000 vehicles
each week day including
12.221 trucks.

The 30 trucks operated
by SCT and their
contractors daily will
have a minimal impact
on the road.

Buildings will be
designed In
accordance with Local
Authority By-Laws.
intervening buffer strip
will be planted with
frees by LandCorp.
Not required.

Existing road network has
been designed to cater
for an Industrial estate.

Trucks will be
predominantly servicing
clients located within
the industrial estate.

To manage potential
impacts.
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TABLE A2
SCT RAIL FREIGHT FACILITY SUMMARY OF COMMITMENTS
COMMITMENT
Noise
1) SCT will ensure That noise
levels from The warehousing
and shunting operations
comply with the
Environmental Protection
Ant, 1986 and noise
regulations,

OBJECTIVE

ACTION

TIMING

To protect amenily
of nearby residents.

1) The proponent will construct
an acoustic barrier to attenuate
noise from The Idling locomotives
preparing a departing train. This
barrier will be located
immediately south of The siding
line and will be approximately
7m high and óOm long and will
provide not less than lOdB(A)
noise attenuation,

1,2,3 & 4 DurIng
Operations,

2) SCT will ensure that noise
levels from trains will comply
with Part V of the
Environmental Protection
Act, 1986.
3) SCT will measure noise
levels of SCT and related
train operations every 2
years commencing within 3
months of the facility being
fully operational and provide
results to DEP and Local
Authority
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2) The proponent will not depart
a train (i.e. have locomotives
idling at The siding) between
2200hrs and 0700hrs. Should
future operations require train
departures between 2200hrs and
0700hrs the company will submit
The changes to the EPA
approval.
3) Every coupling/decoupling of
rali wagons and vans will be
supervised by a suitably
accredited employee to
manage noise emissions.

TO WHOSE
REQUIREMENT
DEP.

MEASUREMENT/COMPLIANCE
CRITERIA
Compllqnce with noise
regulations.
Compliance with Part V of
the Environmental Protection
Act, 1986 in terms of the
proposed noise regulations.
3) No significant change to
present environmental noise
levels.
4) SubmissIon of bi-annuai noise
reports.
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The H Class shunting
locomotive to be used on the
premises will have noise control
applied to the exhaust, cooling
fan, lining within the engine
enclosure and to openings In the
engine covers as required, so
that the emitted noise compiles
with the requirements of the
Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations, 1997.
The air compressor used to
pressurise the brake systems of
the train will be housed in an
acoustic enclosure. Noise levels
from such an enclosure will
ensure compliance with the
proposed reguiations.
Particulates/Dust
SCT will implement dust
control measures If there Is
potential for dust pollution,

To protect nearby
land uses.
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Site works will include spraying of
water from tankers in dry
conditions,

During
construction,

DEP.

implementation of dust control
measures. No significant dust
pollution off-site.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Specialized Container Transport (SCT) is an Australian Company which provides
interstate rail freight services. The company began operations in 1974 with road
freight transportation between Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth and
subsequently expanded its operations into Queensland and New South Wales.
In July 1995, SCT became the first private railway operator in Australia and is now
providing two regular scheduled rail freight services between Melbourne and
Perth.
In Perth, SCT presently operates from terminal facilities in Welshpool. However,
operations at these facilities are now at capacity as a result of increasing
demand for rail freight services. As a result, trains are having to be separated
and partially unloaded at Westrail's facility in Forrestfield. These arrangements
are both functionally and operationally inefficient.
To overcome this problem, SCT proposes to relocate its operations from
Welshpool and to construct a purpose designed rail freight terminal and
distribution centre within the Canning Vale Industrial Estate. The Canning Vale
site was chosen because it is ideally suited to SCT's operational needs as it is in a
well planned industrial area which already contains a number of large
warehousing and distribution centres and which has excellent rail (including
existing rail infrastructure) and road access.
The chosen site is currently owned by LandCorp and has an appropriate zoning
for industrial use. SCT therefore lodged a development application with the City
of Canning in October 1996. In turn, the City referred the application to the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) for its consideration in accordance
with the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act, 1986.
The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), which acts on behalf of the
EPA in such matters, then sought further information about the proposal from SCT
particularly with respect to potential noise levels associated with train
movements at the proposed facility. The company responded by providing
advice and data from specialist noise consultants with the objective of resolving
all environmental issues through consultation. Westrail which, on behalf of SCT,
presently operates the trains to be used for freight transport, was also involved in
these discussions.
On 6 March 1997, the DEP advised both SCT and Westrail that it considered that
an acceptable environmental outcome can be achieved for the project". The
EPA subsequently determined that the proposal should be assessed informally
through the provision of advice to the City of Canning and other decision
making authorities. The informal assessment was advertised on 8 March 1997
and was open to public appeal to the Minister for the Environment for a period
of two weeks. During that period SCT distributed an information brochure to
residents in the estates of Waratah and Uvingstone which are located close to
the proposed site of the rail freight facility and held a public information day and
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public meeting in order to provide details of the proposal to the local
community.
A number of appeals against the informal level of assessment were lodged with
the Minister for the Environment who subsequently determined that the EPA
should formally assess the proposal to allow for public review and comment. The
formal level of assessment required SOT to prepare a Consultative Environmental
Review (CER). The present report fulfils this requirement.

1.2

Proponent

The proponent of the rail freight facility at Canning Vale is:
Twentieth Superpace Nominees Pty Ltd (ACN 005 655 337)
Trading as
Specialized Container Transport
1st Floor
51-55 City Road
SOUTHBANK VIC 3006.
The company's address in Perth is:
Locked Bag 31
CLOVERDALE WA 6105.

1.3

The Environmental Assessment Process in Western Australia

The environmental impact assessment process in Western Australia is specified
by the Environmental Protection Act. 1986 and is illustrated in the flow chart
presented in Figure 1. The Act requires a proponent to notify the EPA of any
proposal which may have significant environmental implications. The EPA then
determines whether the proposal should be formally assessed. If a decision is
made for a formal assessment, the EPA requires the proponent to prepare a
detailed account of the environmental implications in a report such as the
present CER.
After the CER has been prepared, it is reviewed by the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to ensure that it provides sufficient detail and a
comprehensive coverage of issues. When this has been established, the CER is
released for a public review period. During this period any person may make a
written submission to the EPA on any aspect of the project. At the end of the
public review period, a summary of submissions is supplied to the proponent by
the EPA and a response is sought.
The EPA then begins its assessment of the development proposal taking into
account the CER, the public submissions, the proponent's response to the
submissions, and any other relevant information.
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The results of the EPA assessment are published in the form of an Assessment
Report which includes recommendations made to the Minister for Environment.
Interested parties can appeal to the Minister about the content of the EPA
Assessment Report, or any of its recommendations. Ultimately the Minister for the
Environment in consultation with decision making authorities (DMAs) decides
whether the proposal may proceed and what conditions will be imposed upon
it.
The environmental assessment process is designed to enable State authorities to
consider in detail the environmental and social implications of development
proposals. These considerations are based on technical assessments of the
nature and extent of changes to the existing biophysical, pollution and social
environments, on proposed management strategies designed to control or limit
adverse changes, and on monitoring programs designed to document and
analyse the effectiveness of such strategies.
The environmental assessment process also enables members of the public to
obtain details of the proposal and to formally comment on any matters of
interest to them. These inputs are required within a specified public review
period and are considered by the EPA together with the technical assessments.
The public is encouraged to provide written comments to the EPA as part of the
environmental review process. Details of the public review period for the rail
freight facility proposal at Canning Vale and advice on how to make a
submission are provided at the beginning of this CER.
1.4

Relevant Statutes

The proposed rail freight facility requires both planning and environmental
approval. The relevant planning statutes are:

Iand a- -.1
The site of the rail freight facility has been earfhworked and retains no natural
features. The development therefore will not cause any impacts on the natural
environment and statutes such as the Wildlife Conservation Act, 1950 and
Aboriginal Heritage Act, 1972 are not relevant.
During the operation of the rail freight facility the following statutes also will
apply:
Health
Iv
The facility will not be used for the transport or storage of dangerous and
hazardous goods but will include a storage tank for LPG which will be used as
fuel for forkliffs. The design and use of this tank will be covered by the provisions
of the Explosives and Dangerous Goods Act, 1961.
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1.5

Decision Making Authorities

The DMAs which have provided input to this formal environmental assessment
and which will be involved in the ongoing operational management of the rail
freight facility include:
EPA
The EPA will provide recommendations to the Minister for the Environment
on the proposal.
DEP
The DEP will facilitate the assessment of the CER and will be the key
agency for ensuring that SOT complies with environmental conditions and
regulations.
Worksafe Australia
Worksafe Australia has primary responsibility under the Occupational
Health Safety and Welfare Act, 1984 for the regulation of occupational
health and safety issues.
City of Canning
The rail freight facility is located within the City of Canning. Under the
Local Government and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1960 and the Town
Planning and Development Act, 1928, the City of Canning is required to
consider a development application for the rail freight facility and is also
responsible for providing a building approval.
1.6

Scope and Structure of the CER

The CER has been prepared to comply with guidelines issued by the EPA. The
guidelines which specify the information required for assessment purposes, are
provided in Appendix 1.
In summary. the CER provides:
Background information about the proposal, the proponent, the
environmental impact assessment process in Western Australia, statutes
relevant to the establishment and operation of the freight facility, and
public consultation to date.
A description of the proposed rail freight facility, the site in the Canning
Vale Industrial Estate, and relevant aspects of the surrounding area.
An analysis of the implications of the rail freight facility in terms of the
existing environment.
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A description of environmental management procedures which will be
adopted by SOT to provide regular information on noise levels from the
facility in nearby urban areas.
A series of commitments by the proponent which are intended to ensure
that the proposal will be implemented consistent with EPA objectives.
These commitments will become conditions associated with the
environmental approval from the Minister for the Environment and will be
binding.
1.7

History of the Proposal

The history of the proposal to establish a rail freight facility at Canning Vale may
be summarised as follows:
January 1995 - Blanalko Ply Ltd, the property arm of SCI, commenced
negotiations with LandCorp for the purchase of the site in the Canning
Vale Industrial Estate.
July 1996 - LandCorp agreed to sell the land to Blanalko Ply Ltd.
July 1996 to October 1996 - Preparation of development plans by SOT.
28 October 1996 - SOT lodged an Application for Approval to Commence
Development with the City of Canning.
November 1996 - The City of Canning referred the proposal to the EPA
under the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act, 1986.
November 1996 to March 1997 - SOT consulted with the EPA, DEP, and
City of Canning and carried out a series of specialist noise assessments to
provide information sought by the DEP.
11 February 1997 - DEP provided advice to Herring Storer Acoustics that
noise emissions are fully acceptable, including the shunting locomoilve.
6 March 1997 - DEP advised SOT and Westrail that it expected that an
acceptable environmental outcome could be achieved for the project.
8 March 1997 - Informal level of assessment advertised by the EPA.
Week commencing 17 March 1997 - SOT initiated public consultation
program as agreed with DEP.
21 March 1997 - Public appeal period on the informal level of assessment
closed.
30 April 1997 - Minister for the Environment upheld public appeals and
required SOT to prepare a CER.
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1.8

Need for the Rail Freight Facility

At present SOT has a rail freight facility and distribution centre at Welshpool with
a railway connection to Forresifield and from there to the eastern states. The
SOT trains which comprise 77 vans and wagons (with an approximate train
length of 1.6km) arrive at Forrestfield and then have to be broken into sets of
approximately 20 wagons for transfer to Welshpool for unloading. Following the
unloading process, the unloaded vans or container wagons are returned to
Forresifield and the process is repeated with each batch of approximately 20
wagons until the whole train is unloaded.
The loading of a departing train bound for the eastern states involves a similar
process of disassembling and assembling sections of the train. These two
processes are very inefficient and cause delays to SOT in terms of their
operational procedures, and delays in freight distribution to clients. The problem
becomes particularly acute during the months of October, November and
December when additional freight is delivered to cater for the Christmas period.
In addition, SOT are in a position to substantially increase the volume of freight
handled each year with a new service between Perth and Sydney. This will add
to the difficulties at the Welshpool site and the additional freight will exceed the
storage capacity of the existing facility.
The requirement for a new facility is urgent and SCI needs to be operating out of
the Canning Vale Industrial Estate by late 1997 in order to be able to cope with
the volume of freight anticipated during the Christmas period.
1.9

Alternative Sites

SOT has investigated several alternative sites for the rail freight facility in the Perth
Metropolitan Area but none of these have the necessary combination of
efficient rail access, appropriate zoning, and adequate area. The alternative
sites are considered to be unusable as they would involve significant operational
difficulties.
A summary of the alternative sites considered is provided below:
Forresifield Rail Yard
There is insufficient area to develop sufficient warehouse facilities at this site. The
site could only be used for unloading and loading of trains. Providing
warehouses at a separate location would be inefficient and would add
significant costs to rail freight. This site is not a viable alternative without on site
warehousing capabilities. In addition, the existing track layout is not conducive
to developing an efficient terminal and would require extensive and expensive
redesign.
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Midland Rail Yard
Economical distribution of freight from this location would not be possible. Much
of the freight has to be delivered to other warehouse facilities within the
Canning Vale Industrial Estate and the distance from Midland to this location
would add significant costs to rail freight. Without the capability of on-site
warehousing for SOT and its clients, the Midland Rail Yard is not a viable
alternative.
Leighton Beach
The Leighton Beach site is unsuitable because it is too small to cater for trains
which will be approximately 1.6km long. In addition, the site does not contain
sufficient room to construct the necessary warehousing facilities and is poorly
located for distribution in the Metropolitan Region. Without on-site warehousing
capabilities, this site is not a viable alternative. In addition, it is understood also
that the land is destined for residential development.
Kwinana Marshalling Yards
This site is too small for the proposed facility and is too far away for economical
distribution of freight. In addition, without on-site warehousing capabilities the
Kwinana Marshalling Yards is not a viable alternative.

I

Canning Vale west of Ran ford Road Bridge

-/

The civil works required to establish arrival and departure railway lines is
prohibitive at this site as the main line passes on a curve with an up hill gradient
of about 1:200. The area of land available is also limited.
Kewdale Westrail Facility
There is no ability to develop sufficient warehouse facilities at this site. As with
the Forresffield Rail Yard, this site could only be used for unloading and loading
of trains. Providing warehouses at a separate location would be inefficient and
would add significant costs to rail freight. The existing track layout is not
conducive to developing an efficient terminal and would require extensive and
expensive redesign. In addition, being located within a Westrail Facility would
unnecessarily involve SOT in Westrail Industrial relation disputes.
1.10 Environmental and Social Benefits
The rail freight service provided by SOT contributes substantial environmental
and social benefits to Western Australia. The environmental benefits derive from
the substitution of rail transport for road transport and the consequent reduction
in fuel consumption and air emissions and the increase in efficiency of energy
utilisation. For example, a typical SOT train carries 3,000 tonnes of freight from
the east coast of Australia to Perth. This requires:
A single train.
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P

A driver and crew resource of some 250 person hours.
An engine capacity of some 6,000kW.
Approximately 180,000 litres of fuel.
To transport 3,000 tonnes of freight on conventional semi-trailers over this
distance would require:
160 semi-trailer trucks.
Some 19,000 person. hours of driving.
A total engine capacity of some 45,000kW.
Fuel consumption of about 1,192,000 litres (i.e. 1 million litres more than by
rail).

-

The social benefits derive from the reduction of road transport, the import and
export of commodities, and contributions to the State's economy.
For example, there is less social risk and community cost involved with operating
a single train on a railway line compared to 160 semi-trailers on the road system.
The efficiencies associated with trains also means that the costs of delivering
freight to Western Australia are reduced. SOT estimates that this benefit has
been in the order of $60 million to date. Finally, the freight delivered primarily
comprises food and other items for which there is a broad demand in the
Western Australian community, rather than specialised goods with limited
demand. Major clients of SOT include the EFTEM Group, Uncle Ben's of Australia,
HJ Heinz, CSR Timber, Unifoods, Carlton & United Breweries, Vizy Paper (the Pratt
Group of Companies), Commercial Minerals, and ACI.

1.11 Public Consultation
SOT initiated a community liaison program in March 1997 to provide information
about the proposed rail freight facility to people who live close to the site. It is
intended that this program will continue during the construction of the facility
and during operations if groups representing the community wish to be provided
with further information.
To date, the community liaison program has involved the following:
A presentation to the Council of the City of Canning.
Public display of the Application to Commence Development in the
offices of the City of Canning.
Delivery of an information brochure on the proposal to residents in those
parts of the Waratah and iJvingstone Residential Estates which were
closest to the site and were considered to have the greatest interest in
the proposal,
Attendance of SOT representatives at an Annual General Meeting of the
Canning Vale Progress Association Incorporated.
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Public involvement - Many residents expressed the view that there had
been inadequate opportunity for them to become familiar with the
proposal and to express their opinions about it, even though it had been
submitted to the City of Canning a few months previously in November
1996.
Other issues which were raised by some individuals were as follows:
Public safety in the context of increased train movements.
Potential noise and disturbance associated with truck movement to and
from the facility.
The visual impact of the facility from the nearby Waratah and Uvingstone
Estates.
Potential disturbance in the nearby residential estate as a result of
external lighting within the facility.
Pollution from locomotive exhausts.
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2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL

2.1 Location
The rail freight facility is proposed to be located within the Canning Vale
Industrial Estate at Pt Lot 14 Baile Road, Canning Vale. The regional location is
shown in Figure 2 and the site and surrounding area is shown in more detail in
Figure 3.
The land lies within the boundaries of the City of Canning and is zoned for
"Industrial" use under the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and for "General
Industry" use under the City of Canning Town Planning Scheme No. 40. Within
the General Industry zone, the proposed uses of "warehouse" and "storage
yard" are designated permitted uses, while "transport depot" is designated a
discretionary use.
The land is currently owned by LandCorp, is vacant and has been cleared of all
remnant vegetation in readiness for development. An agreement for sale and
purchase of the site is in place between LandCorp and Blanalko Ply Ltd, the
property arm of SCI.
The Canning Vale Industrial Estate has been substantially developed for general
industrial purposes. Major facilities in the industrial estate include:
Coles Supermarket Distribution Centre (16.2ha) on the south-west corner
of Nicholson and Bannister Roads (at the eastern entrance to the estate).
Foodland (Supermarket Chain) Distribution Centre (21 ha) on the southwestern corner of Bannister and Baile Roads.
Metropolitan Markets (51ha) on the south-east corner of Ranford and
Bannister Roads.
Woolworths has also committed to establishing a large warehouse and
distribution centre on an 1 8.2ha site on the south side of Baile Road immediately
west of the SCT site.
-.

--The-remainder of.the estate has-been subdivided into several, hundred industrial
lots ranging from 0.2ha to óha in size and is substantially developed for general
industrial purposes.
The rail freight facility site is within Stage 4 of the estate which has a total area of
about 83ha. The site itself has an area of 12ha and is part of a subdivision
approved by the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC).
The site is located in the southern part of the industrial estate and is surrounded
by industrial land and existing industries to the north, east and west.
An earth bund generally 2m to 3m high located within a 30m wide buffer has
been constructed along most of the southern boundary of the Stage 4 area
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including the site. LandCorp has contracted to plant this area with trees to
provide a visual screen to the industrial estate.
A railway reserve is located immediately to the south of the site. This reserve
contains a 300m long standing line or siding which connects to a dual railway
line which runs between Forresifield and the Kwinana Industrial Area. This line is
one of the major freight trunk lines in Perth and carries 27 trains on average daily
including during the night (based on data supplied by Westrail) (Table 2.1) (refer
to passing trains in Figure 8). The railway reserve also is being considered as part
of the Southern Transit suburban passenger train route.
To the south of the railway reserve are the residential estates of Waratah and
Uvingstone. The railway siding adjacent to the SOT site is approximately 70m
from the nearest houses in the residential estate while the SOT site itself is a
minimum of 1 OOm from the nearest houses.
TABLE 2.1
NUMBER OF EXISTING TRAINS PASSING UVINGSTONE ESTATE EACH WEEK
(data supplied by Westrail)
Time of Day
0600-0700
0700-0800
0800-0900
0900-1 000
1000-1100
1100-1200
1200-1300
1300-1400
1400-1500
1500-1600
1600-1700
1700-1800
1800-1900
1900-2000
2000-2100
21O0-220O
2200-2300
2300-2400
2400-0100
0100-0200
0200-0300
0300-0400
0400-0500
0500-0600
Total Trains Per Week

Number of Trains/Week
7
21
5
16
8
14
1
7
7
12
6
0
0
0
12
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2.2

Site Plan

A site plan of the proposed rail freight facility is shown in Figure 4. The main
components of the facility are:
A 1 6,000m2 transit warehouse in which freight will be unloaded from vans
or containers, stored, and loaded onto trucks for distribution. The
warehouse will be of concrete and steel construction with colourbond
cladding.
A future storage/distribution warehouse with a floor area of 23,000m2
which will be constructed of the same materials as the transit warehouse.
Office buildings associated with the two warehouses.
A rail wagon siding which will consist of ten sets of rails (5 existing and an
additional 5 to be built depending on operational needs) located to the
south of the two warehouses, and a reinforced hardstand area
immediately north of the yard for the loading and unloading of
containerised freight.
A truck service bay.
Carparking of sufficient area to accommodate staff and visitor parking
associated with both warehousing operations.
Two railway sidings associated with the Kewdale to Fremantle railway line
which is located immediately to the south of the site. These sidings, which
already extend a distance of approximately 300m, will be extended for
approximately 1300m (giving an overall length of 1600m) and will be
leased by SCI from Westrail to accommodate arriving and departing
trains. These sidings will be connected by rail to the SCI siding and the
existing rail line located to the east of the estate which extends to BaDe
Road.
Road access to the site is from the north via Baile Road. This will be one of
the principal access roads within the industrial estate. The road reserve is
25mwideandthepavementJs_9mwidewithconcreteupstandkerbson.
both sides.
The layout of the SOT operations at Canning Vale are governed by engineering
constraints. The length of the two sidings within the railway reserve (adjacent to
Westrail's 2 main running lines) is dictated by the length of the arriving and
departing trains (approximately 1.6km). Due to the length of the sidings, it is not
possible to locate these sidings elsewhere on the site.
The SOT sidings, each of which is required to be 500m, are located to the south
of the transit warehouse to avoid the necessity for trucks to traverse these lines.
If the holding lines were located to the north of the transit warehouse it would be
necessary for trucks to continuously traverse the holding lines, possibly resulting in
unsafe operations.
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The company also has an option to purchase two additional parcels of land to
the north of Lot 1, Lots 2 and 3 (both of which are subject of the option). Lots 2
and 3 have areas of 57,431 and 35,767m2 respectively, and would allow the
company to expand its warehousing operations but are not suitable for the
location of sidings (Figure 3). Any purchase and subsequent development of
these areas would be the subject of a separate approval process.
2.3

Buildings

All buildings and structures in the proposed rail freight facility will be constructed
in accordance with relevant Australian Standards and approved engineering
specifications.
The transit warehouse and future warehouse will be constructed with reinforced
concrete slab flooring designed to accommodate the highest load
requirements of the intended use. The transit warehouse floor slab will include
two recessed rail transit lines to enable internal loading and unloading of rail
vans. The exterior of these buildings will comprise concrete walls to a height of
2.1 m above floor level and colourbond or similar wall cladding above this to roof
level. The concrete walls will be texture finished and the colourbond selected in
accordance with City of Canning colour requirements. The warehouse roofs
also will be constructed of colourbond over a structural frame which is designed
to minimise column requirements. The warehouses also will have roller shutter
door openings of sufficient size to accommodate proposed vehicle operations.
Adjacent to the warehouses, areas have been set aside for a liquid petroleum
gas tank, waste disposal bins, truck servicing, truck wash bay (for SCT's private
use), and undercover loading of trucks.
Ancillary office buildings will be of timber frame construction with full height grey
tinted aluminium windows. All paved areas will be constructed for forklift use.
Landscape plans and external lighting features are discussed in Section 3 of this
CER.
2.4

Operations at the Rail Freight Facility

Operational procedures at the rail freight facility will involve:
The arrival of trains carrying freight from the eastern states via Forrestfield.
These trains will move on to the railway siding to the south of the site, the
locomotives will then uncouple from the wagons and leave the siding to
return to Forresffield. At the time of uncoupling, the locomotives will be at
the western end of the siding near the Ranford Road bridge. The
locomotives will travel eastwards on the other rail siding so as to exit on
the existing main line turnout which is near the south-east of Lot 1.
Once the main line locomotives have departed, the train will then be
uncoupled into sets of five wagons or more and a smaller shunting
locomotive will move from the SCT site, couple up with each of the sets of
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wagons in turn and move them into the transit warehouse or the sidings.
This procedure comprises the smaller shunting locomotive pulling a set of
wagons from the siding within the Railway Reserve up onto the existing
railway loop extending to Baile Road. This smaller shunting locomotive will
then push the wagons into the transit warehouse or the marshalling yard.
This procedure will take about 2 hours to complete.
All non-containerised freight will be unloaded and loaded within the
transit warehouse by small forklifts and moved to storage and dispatch.
Containerised freight wagons will be unloaded on the track immediately
to the south of the hardstand area (referred to as the container line).
These containers will be unloaded from the rail wagons by a 30 tonne
Hyster Container forklift operating on the hardstand area adjacent to the
container line.
In the event that the containers are not required to be "de-stuffed", they
will be loaded directly onto trucks located on the hardstand area
adjacent to the container line. If it is a requirement that the containers
be 'de-stuffed" or "stuffed" on the SOT site, this will occur to the north of
the hardstand area.
Dispatch involves the loading of semi-trailers and smaller trucks with
freight for transport by road to client storage facilities elsewhere in Perth.
Road transport will involve 15 semi-trailers and 10 x 8.5 tonne tray body
trucks operated by SCI, and up to 30 trucks per week operated by SCT
customers. The greater proportion of freight handled by the facility will be
delivered to, or arrive from, clients within the Canning Vale Industrial
Estate.
Loaded vans or container wagons will be moved from the transit
warehouse or the container line back onto the rail siding and coupled
together to form a train ready for departure. Subject to wagon
availability, this process of making up a train will occur on the departing
siding at the same time as the uncoupling of an arrival train.
ID

Locomotives will arrive from Forrestfleld and couple up with the vans and
container-wagonsthe-driverswiIl-checkthathir_pressureJs.aailableJnaIl
of the brake systems and carry out other routine checks and then the
train will depart to the east on the main railway line. The locomotives will
couple with the vans and wagons at a point on the rail siding (within the
rail reserve) near the existing main line turnout.

The facility will operate continuously (24 hours per day) seven days per week.
2.5

Arrival and Departure of Trains

The volume of freight moved through the facility is expected to increase over
time. Arrival and departure times will be governed by national timetables.
Current timetables allow for two train arrivals from the eastern states each week
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at 0200hrs on Monday and Friday respectively. Similarly, locomotives will pick up
trains each week and depart at 1 93Ohrs each Monday and 0930hrs each Friday.
This means that presently there are four train movements per week (two arriving
and two departing) from the main lines onto the siding. At the time Canning
Vale is operational, it is expected that there will be three trains per week, giving
rise to a total of six train movements per week.
The maximum capacity for freight deliveries to the site is considered to be seven
train loads per week (i.e. seven arrivals and seven departures). Whether this
amount of freight is delivered will depend on commercial opportunities but SCT
considers that it is prudent to plan for this possibility. The present proposal
therefore includes 14 train movements per week. In this scenario, the trains will
be scheduled to arrive and depart at specific hours but some of the arriving
train movements are likely to occur overnight.
The shunting locomotive which moves wagons from the main siding onto the SCI
sidings or into the transit warehouse and back again will be available to operate
at any time during any 24 hour period. This operation will not be continuous.
The main locomotives arriving from the eastern states will, in the initial phase, be
"1." Class (3,200hp, 16 cylinder turbo engine) but it is probable that these will be
replaced in the future by an AN Class locomotives (4,000hp, 12 cylinder turbo
engine). The locomotives hauling the trains are normally in pairs. The smaller
locomotive which will be used to move wagons onto and from the sidings or
transit warehouse will be an H Class (860hp, 6 cylinder in line engine).

2.6

Advantages of the Canning Vale Site

The advantages of locating the rail freight facility in the Canning Vale Industrial
Estate are that:
Trains will be able to arrive directly from Melbourne, Adelaide and Sydney
without having to be broken into sections at Forresifield. This will provide
considerable operational and cost efficiencies.
The site has sufficient area to accommodate two warehouses of sufficient
--size-for-present-a nd-plan ned-futurefreig htcapacily.
The site is close to SCI's current major clients, several of which are located
within the Canning Vale Industrial Estate.
The industrial estate has sufficient vacant land to allow further major
clients to relocate to take advantage of the proximity of the rail freight
facility.
This site already has an existing rail infrastructure which is connected to
the main rail corridor.
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3.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

3.1 Introduction

The EPA, in its guidelines for this CER, has defined a series of relevant factors
which it considers are particularly important for its assessment of the proposed
rail freight facility and distribution centre at Canning Vale.
Relevant
environmental factors are defined as those which have the potential to have
significant environmental impacts, and which the EPA therefore may be
required to report on to the Minister for the Environment.
The discussion of the environmental implications of the rail freight facility which is
given in this section of the CER, addresses the relevant factors. For each factor,
the EPA objective and proposed management strategy is stated, and a
discussion of the environmental implications associated with the rail freight
facility is then provided. This is followed by commitments for environmental
management where appropriate, and a description of monitoring programs
which will be implemented during the operation of the facility when relevant.
A summary of the relevant factors is provided in Table 3.1 below.
TABLE 3.1
RELEVANT ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND CORRESPONDING EPA OBJECTIVES
PRELIMINARY
ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTOR

ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVE

Pollution:
Noise & Vibration

Air Quality--

Protect The amenity of nearby
residents from noise and vibration
Impacts resulllng from aclivIlles
associated with the proposal by
ensuring That noise and vibration
levels meet statutory requirements
and acceptable standards.

-

Particulates/Dust

Surface/Groundwater
Quality

Protect The surrounding land uses
suchthat gcisebus emissions do nOt
adversely Impact upon their welfare
and amenity or cause health
problems by meeling agreed
standards and guidelines.
Protect The surrounding land uses
such That dust emissions will not
adversely Impact upon Their welfare
and amenity or cause healTh
problems by meeling agreed
guidelines.
Maintain or improve
surface/groundwater quality to
ensure e)dsling and potenhial users
are protected.
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PROPOSED MANAGEMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR

Managed under Parts IV and V of
The Environmental Proteclion Act,
1986. Those ports of The project
which will be subject to exisling
and proposed noise regulations
need to comply with These. Those
parts of The project which will not
be subject to regulations must
achieve acceptable standards.
Managed under Part V of The
Environmental PrOteclioh AótJ 1986
and in accordance with The Land
Development Sites and Impact on
Air Quality guidelines (DEP,
November 1996).
Managed under Part V of The
Environmental Proteclion Act, 1986
and in accordance with The Land
Development Sites and Impact on
Air Quality guidelines (DEP,
November 1996).
Managed under Part V of the
Environmental Proteclion Act,
1986.
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Ught Overspill

Social Surroundings:
Visual Amenity
Transport

3.2

Manage potenlial impacts from light
overspili.

Managed under Port V of The
Environmental Protection Act, 1986
and have regard for AS4282
Interim Standard-Control of the
Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor
Ughiing.

Visual amenity of the area adjacent
to The project should not be unduly
affected by The proposal.
Ensure That rood and roll traffic
associated with The project does not
result In unacceptable levels of
service or safety on The existing road
network.

Managed under Part IV of The
Environmental Protection Act,
1986.
Manage to requirements of Main
Roads WA and Department of
Transport.

Pollution Factors

3.2.1 Noise & Vibration
EPA Objective
To protect the amenity of nearby residents from noise and vibration impacts
resulting from activities associated with the proposal by ensuring that noise and
vibration levels meet statutory requirements and acceptable standards.
EPA Proposed Management
Noise and vibration are managed under Parts IV and V of the Environmental
Protection Act, 1986. Those parts of the project which will be subject to existing
and proposed noise regulations need to comply with these. Those parts of the
project which will not be subject to regulations must achieve acceptable
standards.
Summary of Sound and Noise Terms
Definition of Acoustical Terms
a)

Sound (Noise) Level

Noise is unwanted sound. Sound can be measured but noise cannot be
measured as it is subjective judgement on the part of the recipient. Sound is
measured by a Sound Level Meter with resultant sound pressure levels. Sound
consists of minute fluctuations in atmospheric pressure capable of being
detected by the human ear. The human ear responds to changes in sound
pressure over a very wide range. The loudest sound pressure to which the
human ear responds is ten million times greater than the softest. The decibel
(abbreviated as dB) scale reduces this ratio to a more manageable size by the
use of logarithms, and because of this basis the addition of decibels is
logarithmic and not arthimetric, vis two identical noise sources added together
add 3dB(A). For example 41dB(A) plus 41dB(A) equals 44dB(A).
97001-CER:Proposed Rail Facility, Canning Vale CER
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Sound Level, or Sound Pressure Level (SPL), is defined as:
SPL = 20 log10 (P/Pref) dB
where P is the sound pressure fluctuation measured in Pascals (Pa) (above or
below atmospheric pressure) and Pref is 20 micropascals (2 x 10 Pa), which is
approximately the threshold of hearing. "L" is used in conjunction with other
letters to represent Sound Pressure Level. Sound Power level etc., "LA" or
"dB(A)" represent the A-weighted Sound Pressure Level.
Sound Power Level (SWL) is defined as:
SWL = 20 log10 (W/Wref) dB
where W is the sound power in watts and Wref is the accepted reference sound
power of 1012 watts.
Sound power is an inherent and invariable property of a sound source, whereas
sound pressure is that which can be detected by the ear or by a sound level
meter, and is dependent on distance, shielding and other effects associated
with the environment.
b)

•dBLA (A-Weighting)

The overall level of a sound is usually expressed in terms of dB(A), which is
measured using the "A-weighting" filter incorporated in sound level meters. This
is an electronic filter having a frequency response corresponding approximately
to that of human hearing.
People's hearing is most sensitive to sounds at mid frequencies (500Hz to
40001-14, and less sensitive at lower and higher frequencies. Thus, the level of a
sound in dB(A) is often a good measure of the loudness of that sound. Different
sounds having the same dB(A) level generally sound about equally as loud,
although the perceived loudness can also be affected by the character of the
sound (e.g. the loudness of human speech and a distant truck will most likely be
perceived differently, although they might have the same dB(A) level).
Achange_of_1dB<A)oL2dB(A)intheieeLof_asoundisdifficulLtoLmosLpeople
to detect, whilst a 3dB(A) to 5dB(A) change corresponds to a small but
noticeable change in loudness. A lOdB(A) change corresponds to an
approximate doubling or halving in loudness. Table 3.2 shows examples of
typical noise levels.
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TABLE 3.2
TYPICAL NOISE LEVELS
Sound Pressure Level
(dB(A))
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
c)

Typical Source
Threshold of pain
Heavy rock concert
Grinding
Loud car horn at 3m
Construction site with pneumatic drilling
Curbside of busy street
Loud radio or television
Department Store
General Office
Inside private office
Inside bedroom
Unoccupied recording studio

Subjective
Evaluation
Extremely noisy!
intolerable
Very noisy
Loud
Moderate to quiet
Quiet to very quiet
Almost silent

Statistical Sound (Noise) Levels

Sounds that vary in level over time, like road traffic noise and most community
noise, are commonly described in terms of the statistical exceedance levels
"LAN", where LAN is the A-weighted sound pressure level exceeded for N% of a
given measurement period, and/or "LA", the A-weighted equivalent
continuous noise level.
For example "LA1" is the noise level exceeded for 1% of the time, "LA10 the noise
exceeded for 10% of the time, and so on. The LA90 noise level is described as the
background sound level (in the absence of the source under consideration), or
simply the background level.

--

The equivalent continuous noise level (LA ) is essentially the average sound
level. It is defined as the steady sound level that contains the same amount of
acoustical energy as a given time-varying sound. LA (24 hour) is the equivalent
continuous noise level over a complete 24-hour period. LA (9 hour) is the night
time (1 0:00pm to 70arn) equivalent continuous noise level. I-Amc,, is the maximum noise level, and is often used to quantify the noise from
single events (such as heavy vehicle passes and train movements).
Potential Impacts and Management for Noise Associated with the Rail Freight
Facility
Noise levels associated with the proposed freight and distribution centre have
been assessed by the specialist noise consultants, Herring Storer Acoustics (HSA),
using computer modelling techniques and based on noise level data at the
existing Welshpool operation. The modelled levels cover on-site facilities of the
freight and distribution centre excluding train movements onto and from the
siding but including the shunting train.
97001 -CER: Proposed Rail Facility, Canning Vale CER
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On-site facilities are separated from train movements because the on-site
activities are required to comply with the existing and proposed noise
regulations while the train movements are not covered by those regulations. It
should be noted that the shunting locomotive also is not subject to the noise
regulations although it was included in the modelling of the on-site facilities. The
on-site activities are discussed in this section and the noise associated with train
movements in the following section.
At present the Noise Abatement (Neighbourhood Annoyance) Regulations, 1979
are the enforceable regulations under the Environmental Protection Act, 1986.
These regulations assign outdoor neighbourhood noise levels depending on the
type of neighbourhood which receives the noise. It is considered that the
nearest residences which are within 200m of the SCI site are classifiable by the
Department of Environmental Protection as Category B2 under the regulations.
This category describes the neighbourhood as:
"Other residences with some commerce or some light industry, or with
some places of entertainment, or public assembly, or with dense
transportation,"
This classification is appropriate because the area includes an existing railway
line with considerable traffic and part of the zoned industrial estate.
The assigned outdoor neighbourhood noise levels for Category B2 are:
Monday to Friday 0700-1 900hrs
55dB(A)
Monday to Friday 1 900-2200hrs
5OdB(A)
Weekends and Public Holidays 0700-2200hrs 5OdB(A)
Always 2200-0700hrs
45dB(A)
These levels are subject to adjustment for intermittency depending on elapsed
time (per hour) of the measured level.
The proposed Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations, 1997 which have
been published in draft form, indicate that the acceptable outdoor noise levels
at residences will be marginally less than those in the existing noise regulations.
Calculations made by Herring Storer Acoustics (HSA) suggests that the assigned
-noise.- evet under-the proposed regulations.een2200-0700hrswQvld b in
the order of 42dB(A)LA10 compared to the 45dB(A) level in the existing
regulations. In the proposed regulations, the assigned noise levels vary because
they are specified in terms of LAb (the level exceeded for 10% of the time), LA
(the level exceeded for 1% of the time), and LA (the maximum noise level).
The LM and LA
assigned noise levels are generally lOdB(A) and 20dB(A)
respectively above the LA10dB(A) criteria and are most relevant to intermittent
short duration noises. Thus, for the time period 2200-0700hrs the LA1 would be
52dB(A) and the I-Amax 62dB(A).
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ASSIGNED NOISE LEVELS
Time of Day
2200hrs to 0700hrs

I

1
M0

LA1

Lmax

42dB(A)

52dB(A)

62dB(A)

.I.M4.

.1OT]

a ii

tII1 !11[.1T

In order to determine whether the above assigned noise levels would be
achieved by the rail freight facility, HSA first made detailed measurements of
equipment and activities at the SCT freight facility at Welshpool and the Westrail
Forresifield Yards equivalent to that which would be used and would occur at
Canning Vale. Sound pressure levels were determined for the following
equipment:
Shunting sirens at entrances to buildings.
Small forklifts lifting, reversing and travelling.
Large forklifts lifting and reversing alarm.
Large forklift air brake, air release.
Large forklift placing empty 40ft container on ground.
Data for the shunting locomotive was based on existing information which was
later verified by measurement of an "H" Class locomotive at Forrestfield. This
locomotive had no noise control treatments fitted, whereas the SCI "H" Class
locomotive will be fitted with silencers (on the exhaust and fans), the engine
compartment will have sound adsorptive lining and additional treatments as
required.
The sound pressure levels were then converted to equivalent sound power levels
which provided the input to the Environmental Noise Model (ENM) program. The
items of equipment were placed at typical operating positions around the
proposed site layout at Canning Vale for modelling purposes. A list of the
modelled noise levels for the above equipment is provided in Table 3.4.
TABLE 3.4
MODELLED NOISE LEVELS OF1NbIVIDUAL NOISSOURCE
REPRESENTATIVE OF RESULTANT NOISE AT NEAREST RESIDENCES 80-100m
SOUTH OF RAILWAY UNES a
NOISE SOURCE
1
2
3
4
5

Coupling Connection
Large Hyster 650 Forklift - Lifting
Small Nissan 25 Forklift
Large Hyster 650 Forklift - Reversing Alarm
Large Hyster 650 Forklift - Air Brake With Silencer
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36.2 *
35.4
35.1 *
34.5 *
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a

6
7
8
9
10

Small Nissan 25 Forklift
Shunting Train
Coupling Connection
West Wall of Transit Warehouse (z)
North-East Roof of Transit Warehouse (z)

34.3
31.8
31.3
30.8
29.6

11
12
13
14
15

Large Hyster 650 Forklift - Ufting
South West Roof (z)
Large Hyster 650 Forklift - Putting Down 40Ft Container
North West Roof (z)
South East Roof (z)

29.3 *
29.3
28.3 *
22.7
22.6

16
17
18
19
20

South Wall of SCT Transit Warehouse (z)
Large Hyster 650 Forklift - Putting Down 40Ft Container
Opening in East Wall of SCT Transit Warehouse for Line B (z)
Opening in East Wall of SCT Transit Warehouse for Trucks (z)
East Wall of SCT Transit Warehouse (z)

21.9
20.9 *
18.7
10.5
10.2

21
22
23

Opening in West Wall of SCT Transit Warehouse (z)
Opening in East Wall of SCT Transit Warehouse for Line A (z)
North Wall of SCT Transit Warehouse (z)

9.0
3.4
3.1

Single point calculalions were carried out to determine indMdual noise levels at
two localions; Wood Spring Trail (near Waratah Boulevard) and Arcardia/Kingia
Way.
This activity is present for less than 1% of time and therefore the lowest assigned
noise level in the new Draft Regulalions is LM 52dB(A).
There is only one large container fork lift. Therefore only one of these noise
sources can occur at any one point in time. Only Item 2 has been included in
noise contours, shown in Figure 6.

z

Building walls and roofs are shown as noise sources because the model
computes all noise sources within the building and summarises these as
accumulated noise levels at the outside surfaces of each building element. This is
also why walls and openings are shown separately.

FinallyJand contours .surced from available rnap of the area and sueyed
levels of the rail freight facility site were digitised into the computer program to
provide an overall land contour map over an area approximately 2km east to
west and 1.4km south to north.
The modelling assumed calm conditions which are the most favourable for noise
propagation in this instance towards the residential areas. The modelling also
assumed that not all sources of noise from the rail freight facility operated at the
same time and all of the time. For example as can be seen in Table 3.4, the
large fork lift is the source of several different noises. However only one of these
sources (resulting from lifting, reversing alarm, air brake with silencer, putting
down empty 40ff container) can occur at any one time. The model included
the presence of the shunting locomotive at the junction of main lines, which is
considered the nearest and most frequent occupied location.
9700 1-CER:Proposed Rail Facility, Canning Vale CER
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Thus the modelled noise contours with the shunting locomotive operating are
shown in Figure 6. In this case, the 45dB(A) noise contour, which is the level in
the existing regulations which must not be exceeded between 2200 and
0700hrs, generally coincides with the railway line. The estimated noise level in an
area extending approximately 250m to 300m south of the railway line is between
40 and 35dB(A).
The above modelling includes extensive noise control on the shunting
locomotive, which will reduce noise emissions in the order of 15 to 20dB(A) to
that of an untreated locomotive. This is based on the use of a silencer on the
exhaust, a silencer to the cooling fan outlet and sound absorptive lining and
additional treatments to the engine compartment as required.
The modelling therefore indicates that the noise levels associated with
operations at the proposed rail freight facility will comply with the existing noise
regulations at all times of the day and night. Noise from the facility will also
comply with the proposed noise regulations at all times.
In order to quantify existing environmental noise levels, a continuous noise logger
was placed approximately lOOm east of Browallia Close in an area not yet
developed at the edge of trees near to the Westrail building and compound at
the junction of the Baile Road spur loop. This logger was operated continuously
from 2 August 1996 to 9 August 1996. The results of the six day noise sampling
have been averaged for a single 24 hour period and are shown in Figure 5.
This figure indicates that, with the exception of the maximum noise levels which
may be random and associated with single events, all of the percentile levels
follow a day/night pattern which varies mainly due to wind patterns which
cause vegetation noise. Generally, the Lc levels vary from 39dB(A) in the early
hours of the morning to 48dB(A) during the afternoon and evening. These levels
are generally in the range of the current noise regulations.
Potential Impacts and Management of Noise Associated with Train Movements

The existing and proposed noise regulations do not apply to train movements on
the main railway line passing south of the proposed site of the rail freight facility
nor to the railway siding. The proposed regulations specifically exclude "noise
_emissionsiromtrains,oraircraft.imthesecasesJheguideline&foriaiLtraffic noise__________
of the NSW State Pollution Control Commission are usually applied as a basis for
determining acceptable noise levels for trains. These are as follows:
Planning Levels
LA, 24hr

-

LAMM

Maximum Noise Levels
LA, 24hr

-

LAMCX

55dB(A)
8OdB(A)
60dB(A)
85dB(A)
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The measured noise levels in August 1996 which included trains passing on the
main line were as follows:
LA, 24hr
LAMCX

5OdB(A) (Figure 5)
80dB(A) (Figure 5)

Both of these measured levels correspond with the planning levels in the NSW
State Pollution Control Commission Guidelines.
The noise associated with the coupling and uncoupling of wagons and
locomotives was analysed by the noise consultants based on measurements of
actual coupling operations at the SCT freight facility at Welshpool. The
measurements recorded an LA of 83dB(A) at 2m distance and this was then
utilised in the computer model to provide an estimate of the noise level which
may be received at the nearest residential locations in the adjacent estate. The
resultant noise levels due to shunting and coupling of the wagons was 41dB(A)
at the 'nearby' location of Woodspring Trail, which was used for single point
calculations throughout the study as it is nearby and on high ground (see
Table 3.4). This noise source was also used to generate the noise contours in
Figure 6.
After considering the results of the specialist noise assessment, the DEP sought
particular information relating to train movements on the rail siding. With respect
to train arrivals, Westrail advised that the Yard Master at Forrestfield would
contact a nominated SCT employee approximately 15 minutes prior to the train
arriving at Canning Vale to confirm the ability of SCT to receive the train at the
siding. On receipt of this confirmation, the train would travel to Canning Vale,
the wagons would be uncoupled quickly and the locomotives would return
immediately to Forrestfield.
As the locomotives which are delivering loaded wagons will only be on the
siding for a brief period, and they will be travelling at low speed (approximately
20km/hr), the noise levels are estimated to be 15dB(A) less than those
associated with trains passing on the main lines at higher speeds. The noise of
an arriving train compared with a passing train is shown in detail in Figure 7.
Figure 8 shows passing trains, and arriving and departing trains and background
(LA ) noise levels measured in August 1996. While the figure shows an arriving
and a departing train within a single 24 hourperiod, it should be noted that
current operations only involve four train movements (two arriving trains and two
departing trains) in one week.
Based on current operations and planning for the immediate future, trains would
arrive between 2200hrs and 0700hrs with the current arrivals scheduled to occur
at 0200hrs. The impact of an arriving train on the LAeq or an LAeq 24 hour noise
level is negligible.
The impact of environmental noise on sleep patterns can be assessed by
calculating the average number of awakenings per night due to noise or Sleep
Disturbance Index (SDI). Typical values of SDI range from less than 0.2,
representing a relatively insignificant level of disturbance to greater than 5,
which represents a very high level of disturbance (BuIlen et al., 1996).
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Based on Bullen's studies, an SDI of 1.5 is considered appropriate for
transportation noises where some benefit can be seen to come from the
transportation while a value of 0,5 is considered appropriate for other noise
sources such as those associated with industry or entertainment. An SDI of 1.0 is
therefore considered to be appropriate for the residential area to the south of
the railway lines. The SDI for 2200hrs to 0700hrs was calculated using existing
Westrail data and an LAm dB(A) noise level of 8OdB(A) for a passing train. This is
LAmox equivalent to an internal noise level of 70dB(A) i.e. -lOdB(A) for an open
window. The resultant SDI for existing passing trains is 0.825, well below the Bullen
recommendation of 1.5 and the conservative recommendation made by HSA
of 1.0. When an arriving train is included externally at 70dB(A) and internally at
óOdB(A), the SDI for the existing passing trains and the arriving SCT train is 0.903.
This is a negligible increase over the SDI for the existing passing trains, and still
below the criteria of 1.5 and 1.0.
From the information presented it is clear that excessive noise is not emitted
during operations at the facility, nor is noise emitted which unreasonably
interferes with the health, welfare, convenience or amenity of the adjoining
residential area due to arriving trains. The intent of Section 49 of the
Environmental Protection Act, 1986 is therefore satisfied.
When the locomotives arrive to pick up departing wagons, they will be on the
siding for up to 70 minutes. This time is made up of the following:
Arrival of the locomotives and attachment to wagons
Driver's assistant walks to the rear of the train, allow
Train crew check brakes
Driver's assistant returns to train and train departs, allow

15 minutes
20 minutes
15 minutes
20 minutes

The locomotives arriving to pick up departing wagons therefore will create a
stationary noise source for up to 70 minutes, possibly seven times each week
while they are in the siding and will generate a different noise level as they
depart for Forresffield. These two noise levels have been estimated in additional
studies by Herring Storer Acoustics and are shown in Figure 8.

-

In order to determine the noise from idling locomotives, the noise levels of two
Westrail "L" Class locomotives were recorded at the Westrail Forrestfield
MbIngXqrds. Measurements were made between 50m and lOOm from the
side of the locomotives in line with the coupling joining the two during clear,
calm and fine weather conditions, and varied from 61 to 58dB(A) between 50m
and 1 OOm from the locomotives respectively. At Canning Vale the noise levels
are expected to be about 2dB(A) less than those recorded as the land between
the railway line and the residential area is grassed, whereas at the Forresifield
Rail Yard it comprises hard packed road base.
Periodic air pressure released by the locomotives was also measured and was
found to increase the overall noise level at 50m by 3dB(A).
The resulting noise level at the nearest houses associated with locomotives idling
in the rail siding at Canning Vale is predicted to be about 60 to 65dB(A). If this
predicted level is included with the existing noise levels at Canning Vale as
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measured in August 1996, the increase in the LAeq 24 hour level is less than
1 dB(A). This means that locomotives idling on the siding will cause only a minor
increase in the existing noise environment on the basis of total sound energy, i.e.
LAeq 24 hours. The construction of an acoustic barrier approximately 60m long by
7m high would reduce the noise levels from the idling locomotives to 50-55dB(A)
(Figure 8).
Newer MAN" Class locomotives are expected to be in the order of 5dB(A) less
noisy than Westrail "L" Class locomotives.
Given these results, HSA concluded that idling locomotives on the railway siding
at Canning Vale would not significantly alter the existing environmental noise
levels in the area in terms of the NSW State Pollution Control Commission
Guidelines.
The noise associated with the departure of fully assembled trains from the rail
siding also was determined by the measurement of actual L" Class locomotives
at the Westrail Forrestfield Rail Yards. These measurements were made at 1 Om
from the side of the train from the time when it was stationary to when the full
length of the train had passed the measurement position. The noise levels were
between 70 to 79dB(A) LA q and 78 to 84dB(A)
The higher maximum levels
were due to initial brake squeal and to several small sections of track with
associated gaps which were near the measurement point. They were not
attributable to 'stake-up" between the railway wagons.
These noise levels are less than those associated with trains passing on the main
line at Canning Vale when the distance from the train to the measuring point is
taken into account.
Noise Management
SOT has investigated several methods for reducing noise associated with
locomotives on the siding. These are as follows:
Construction of a wall to act as a noise barrier either on the south side of
the railway reserve or immediately south of the railway siding.
Construction of an earthern bund to the south of the railway
Relocation of the railway siding further north so that it is on the
southernmost part of the SOT site, rather than in the railway reserve.
The smaller shunting locomotive is not able to pull a train to the Forresifield Rail
Yards because it does not have access to the main line and it is not powerful
enough to pull a fully laden train.
An acoustic barrier (or wall) will be constructed to reduce the noise from the
idling locomotives preparing a departing train. This barrier will be located
immediately to the south of the siding line (Figure 4) and will be approximately
7m high by 60m long. The actual dimensions of the barrier will be subject to
more detailed design considerations. The reduction of noise for the full 1.6km
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length of an arriving train is not considered to be practical or necessary. Arriving
trains will result in noise levels of approximately 70dB(A) for less than 40 seconds
(Figure 7) which is substantially less than the noise from passing trains.
The construction of an earth bund on the southern side of the railway line is not
considered feasible due to the presence of multiple services in the 30m buffer
including the WA Natural Gasline (WANG) pipeline (located on a 4.5m
alignment from the northern side of the 30m buffer), the Anaconda Drive
Pressure Main (located on a 7.Om alignment from the southern boundary of the
30m buffer) and the Saddle Hill Way Branch Drain (generally located on a 1 Urn
alignment from the northern boundary of the 30m buffer). Allowing for the
reserve associated with the pressure main, the available width decreases to
1 Urn. The maximum bund size possible within a 1 Urn width is 1 .2m high. Given
the number of services involved this is not considered to be a practical
alternative.
Relocation of the siding further north would require the acquisition of an 800m
long corridor of land from adjacent land owners. The acquisition of land is
dependent on the willingness of the present owners to sell and one of the major
land owners has advised SOT that it is not prepared to do so.
Noise Monitoring
SOT will implement a regular noise monitoring program within the Waratah and
Livingstone Estates in order to determine noise levels from the SOT operations
including train movements. These assessments will be made every two years
commencing within three months of the commencement of operations at the
site and at other times if it appears that for any reason the noise levels are higher
than normal.
Commitments
SOT makes the following commitments regarding noise from the proposed rail
freight facility:
The proponent will ensure to the satisfaction of the DEP that the relevant
noise levels associated with the rail freight facility and distribution centre
conform—with—the—Noise—Abaternent(Neighbourhood Annoyance)
Regulations, 1979 and with the Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations, 1997 when promulgated. (liming - during the operational life
of the facility).
The proponent will ensure that noise levels associated with the shunting
locomotive, with train movements to and from the rail freight facility, and
with trains standing idle on the rail sidings will comply with Part V of the
Environmental Protection Act, 1986. (liming - during the operational life of
the facility).
The proponent will construct an acoustic barrier to attenuate noise from
the idling locomotives preparing a departing train. This barrier will be
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located immediately south of the siding line and will be approximately 7m
high and 60m long, and will provide not less than lOdB(A) attenuation.
The proponent will not depart a train (i.e. operate idling locomotives for a
departing train) between 2200hrs and 0700hrs. Should future operations
require train departures between 2200hrs and 0700hrs, the company will
submit the changes to the EPA for approval.
All coupling/decoupling of rail wagons and vans will be supervised by a
suitably accredited employee, to manage noise emissions.
The "H" Class shunting locomotive used on the premises will have noise
control applied to the exhaust, cooling system, the lining within the
engine enclosure and to openings in the engine covers as required, so
that the emitted noise complies with the requirements of the Noise
Abatement (Neighbourhood Annoyance) Regulations, 1979 and the
proposed Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations, 1997.
The air compressor used to pressurise the brake systems of the train will be
housed in an acoustic enclosure. Noise levels from such an enclosure will
ensure compliance with the proposed regulations.
The proponent will assess the noise associated with the rail freight facility
and associated train movements every two years commencing within
three months of the facility coming into full operation. The results of these
assessments will be provided to the DEP and the City of Canning and will
be available to the public through these Authorities. (liming - during the
operational life of the facility).
Vibration
The only source of vibration from the rail freight facility will be that associated
with locomotives on the siding and shunting wagons into the sidings. This
vibration needs to be considered in the context of more than 190 trains which
pass each week on the railway line situated between the facility and the
residential estates. Vibration from the facility if detectable will be negligible
given the separation distance to the houses, the low speed of movements, and
the site each week.
3.2.2 Light Spill
EPA Objective
To manage potential impacts from light overspill.
EPA Proposed Management
Managed under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act, 1986 and having
regard for Australian Standard AS4282 Interim Standard - Control of the
Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting.
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Potential Impacts
The proposed rail freight facility will include external lighting which will be on all
night. Operations at the facility will be continuous and lighting is necessary for
visibility and safety during freight handling at night. The locations of the main
e)cternal lights are shown in Figure 9. Lighting for the future warehouse will be
equivalent. These either will be pole mounted in the marshalling yard, along the
entire strip of the siding within the railway reserve, along the siding to the east of
the estate extending to Baile Road, and in the carpark, or mounted on the sides
of the warehouse and directed downwards onto the site. The lights on the
warehouse and in the carpark will be 400W GE Decashield Ill or equivalent while
the other lights will be 400W GEM-400RZ units.
A specific assessment of illuminance levels within the site has been made for SOT
by Heath Robinson Consulting Engineers. The assessment had regard for AS4282
and concluded that there will be no light spill from the SCT site at or beyond the
southern boundary of the railway reserve as shown in Figure 9
3.2.3 Air Emissions
EPA Objective
To protect surrounding land uses such that gaseous emissions do not adversely
impact upon their welfare and amenity or cause health problems by exceeding
agreed standards and guidelines.
EPA Proposed Management
Managed under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act, 1986 and in
accordance with the Land Development Sites and Impact Of The Air Quality
Guidelines (DEP, November 1996).
Potential Impacts
The only air emissions associated with the proposed rail freight facility will be
vehicle exhausts. These will include locomotives, road vehicles, and forklifts.
Potential emissions from locomotives have been raised as a concern by some
members-of-the-publie-in-their-appeals-to-the-Minister-fer-the-Environment.
The locomotives arriving and departing from the proposed rail freight facility will
emit diesel exhaust. The arriving trains will be in the area for only a short period
and their exhaust emissions will generally be equivalent to a train passing on the
main line. Approximately 190 train movements occur on the main line each
week compared to a maximum of seven train arrivals to the rail freight facility
per week. The departing trains will stand idling on the railway siding for up to 70
minutes which represents a total of approximately 8 hours per week for seven
train departures.
Diesel exhaust emissions are a complex mixture of compounds containing
gaseous and particulate fractions. Their composition varies greatly depending
on the type of fuel and engine, load cycle, engine maintenance, tuning, and
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exhaust gas treatment. Dispersion of emissions in the atmosphere and the
resultant ground level concentrations also depends on a complex range of
environmental factors. The predominant winds in the Perth Metropolitan Region
are from the south, west and east and these would disperse the diesel exhaust
emissions away from the nearby residential estate. Light northerlies which would
tend to disperse emissions towards the estates occur at relatively low frequency.
Specific information on the levels of emissions from the types of trains which will
be used at the rail freight facility is not available. An indication of the
atmospheric emissions however, is available from data for Endeavour rail cars
which have engines rated at óOOhp which is equivalent to the "H" Class
locomotive which will be used as the shunting engine in the rail freight facility.
These data are provided in Table 3.5. General emission data for uncontrolled
3200hp engines (uncontrolled) similar to the "V Class locomotive, was obtained
from the United States Environmental Protection Authority (USEPA) and available
data from SOT. Information obtained on the actual emissions of "L" Class
locomotives indicate that the levels of emissions and hence ground level
concentrations from an "L" Class locomotive will be less than those predicted for
an uncontrolled 3200hp engine.
TABLE 3.5
AIR EMISSIONS FROM AN ENDEAVOUR RAIL CAR (oOOhp)
AUXILLIARY
Load Conditions

Idle

Peak

RPM
Power (BHP)
Exhaust Flow (kg/hr)
Volume Flow (Nm3/hr)
Temperature (CO)
gm/hr
CO
ppm
Nm3/hr
g/Nm3
KC
gJhr
g/hr
$02
g/Nm3
Particulate g/hr
g/Nm3
Matter
g/Nm3
Solid
Particles
g/hr
NOx
ppm
Nm3/hr
g/Nm3

1500
60
486
405
513

1500
280
863
719
500
526.4
629
0.452
0.710
126
156.8
0.4826
140
0.2

2268
1649
1.186
5.027

MAIN ENGINE
NHMRC
GUIDELINES
(KIA 9)
Low
InterFull Load
Rev's
mediate
Rev's
1200
1500
2100
60
200
600
800
1 140
3000
667
950
2500
84
108
0.072
0.122
31.8

280
253
0.240
0.286
30

720
247
0.618
0.279
78

1.00g/m3

2.8g/m3

0.02

0.07

0.03

0.25g/m3

319
250
0.167
0.762

1363
750
0.7125
2.287

6647
1390
3.475
4.239

2.5g/m3

N is Normal atmosphere ie 25"C, 1 atmosphere pressure

These data indicate that the "H" Class locomotive will easily comply with NHMRC
guidelines for air emissions and suggest also that the larger "AN" Class
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locomotives will also comply given the large difference between the measured
emissions of the smaller locomotive and the guideline levels.
The only air emissions which exceed the NHMRC guidelines in the above table
are those for NO for the engines at full load. The H" Class locomotives
however, will only be running at low to intermediate revs when shunting and in
these cases the emissions are lower than the guideline level. The larger "AN"
locomotives when they are present on the railway siding for any length of time
also will be idling and therefore the engines will be operating at low revs. Data
in the table above indicate that in this case the NOx are substantially less than
the guideline levels.
The air emissions from a 3,200hp engine were modelled by Sinclair, Knight Merz,
air pollution specialists, using the Western Australian Department of
Environmental Protection's screening model MAXMOD. This model found the
impact of air pollutants from train operations (aniving, departing and idling) to
be within DEP guidelines.
The peak one hour concentration of NO2 between 110 and 1 7Ojig/m3 may
occur within 40m of an idling locomotive (Table 3.6). This value is less than half
(between 35 and 54%) of the National Health and Medical Research Council's
(NHMRC) standard of 320.Lg/m3 NO2. Peak concentrations will decrease rapidly
with distance. In a worst case scenario, the levels are predicted to decrease to
half the maximum level 1 70m from the locomotive.
TABLE 3.6
PREDICTED MAXIMUM NO2 CONCENTRATiONS
FOR ONE HOUR FROM 3,200HP LOCOMO11VES
FUEL
CONSUMPTION
(L'HR)

LOAD
(%)

20.0

2.8

72.0
143.0
716.0

10.0
20.0
100.0

NO BUILDINGS

BUILDINGS

Max
Max
Concentrations
Concentrations
(Jig/rn3)
(Jig/rn3)
52
112
— 7& -------i
-72-------121
232
192
346
470
945

The predicted maximum concentrations of SO2 are estimated to be similar to
that from NO2, assuming 0.5% sulphur in the diesel fuel. Thus the maximum
possible concentrations of SO2 that could occur are less than half (35 to 49%) of
the NHMRC standard of 350Jig/m3 SO2.
The above data, indicate that the locomotives associated with the rail freight
facility will comply with the clean air regulations normally considered to be
applicable to diesel engine exhaust systems. The short time that the locomotives
will be present on the site each week and the fact that weather conditions are
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unlikely to cause higher ground level concentration also suggest that the
locomotives will not have any environmental or public health significance.
3.2.4 Particulates/Dust
EPA ObjecfWes
To protect the surrounding land users such that dust emissions will not adversely
impact upon their welfare and amenity or cause health problems by meeting
agreed guidelines.
EPA Proposed Management
Management under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act, 1986 and in
accordance with the Land Development Sites and Impact On Air Quality
Guidelines (DEP. November 1996).
Potential Impacts
The site of the proposed rail freight facility in the Canning Vale Industrial Estate
has been levelled and prepared for development by LandCorp. Relative!y
minor earthworks will be required for construction of the facility and the potential
dust generation during construction will be managed if required by the standard
technique of spraying water from tanker trucks or similar vehicles in accordance
with the DEP guidelines. The construction period is estimated to be 23 weeks,
but site works will take only a small proportion of this time.
The facility, once constructed, will effectively cover the entire site with buildings;
paving for roads, parking areas, and freight movement areas; the marshalling
yards; and landscaping. Therefore there will be negligible potential for dust
generation.
Commitment
The proponents will ensure that site works are managed so that the potential for
generation of nuisance dust is minimised, in accordance with the Land
Development Sites and Impact On Air Quality Guidelines of the DEP. (flming 3.2.5 Surface and Groundwater Quality
EPA Objective
To maintain or improve surface and groundwater quality to ensure existing and
potential users are protected.
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EPA Proposed Management
Managed under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act, 1986.
Potential Impacts
Virtually all of the rail freight site will be covered by buildings and pavements
apart from landscaped areas and the marshalling yards. Stormwater runoff from
the site therefore will be collected by a drainage system and directed to a
collection sump located in the south-east sector. This water will be allowed to
percolate to the underlying groundwater. There is very little potential for
contamination of the groundwater as no potential contaminants will be stored
on site and no activities on site are likely to cause pollution. The only incidental
and minor pollution may be from leakage of hydrocarbon liquids from motor
vehicle engines. This risk is equivalent to that on any other site within the
Canning Vale Industrial Estate and is considered to be negligible.
There is no risk of potential contamination of surface waters as there are no
wetlands in the immediate vicinity of the site.
3.3

Social Factors

3.3.1 Visual Amenity
EPA Objective
The visual amenity of the area adjacent to the project should not be unduly
affected by the proposal.
EPA Proposed Management
Managed under Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act, 1986.
Potential Impacts
The a
rance of the rail freight faci
is illustrated in Figure 10. The
aimensions 01 me warenouses wrucn are me major Duudings in me tacility are
shown in Figure 11. These will be in the order of 13.5m high and 140m in length
on the south side (i.e. towards the residential estate). Both buildings will be clad
with colourbond as described in Section 2.3.
The general appearance of the buildings from the Waratah Estate compared to
the present view from the same location is illustrated in Figure 12. Other views to
the general area at present are shown in Figure 13.
The warehouses are standard structures in terms of scale and materials and are
similar to others in the Canning Vale Industrial Estate. They are also consistent
with the zoning of the site.
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SCI also proposes to landscape the site and LandCorp is to plant the buffer strip
on the north side of the railway reserve. The landscape plans are illustrated in
Figures 4 and 14.
3.3.2 Transport
EPA Objective
To ensure that road and rail traffic associated with the project does not result in
unacceptable levels of service or safety on the existing road network.
Proposed Management
Managed to the requirements of Main Roads WA and the Department of
Transport.
Potential Impacts
Rail traffic associated with the proposed SCT operation will have negligible
effect on the existing road network within the industridi area. The location of the
holding lines to the south of the transit warehouse will avoid the situation of
trucks having to traverse the holding lines. Road traffic associated with the
proposal will involve 18 semi-trailers and 12 x 8.5 tonne tray body trucks operated
by SOT and its contractors. Each vehicle will make up to four deliveries per day.
Total traffic generation for the rail depot is not expected to exceed 120 trips per
day. This total assumes that the facility will service three trains per week. The SOT
facility will be located within an existing industrial area which has a road network
designed to facilitate the safe movement of road traffic. The additional 30
trucks resulting from the SOT operation will have a negligible effect on road
traffic compared to the 12,221 trucks estimated to enter into the Canning Vale
Industrial Estate daily (based on Main Roads WA data for April. 1996).
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

The SCI operations are strategically important to a number of major companies
in Perth and Western Australia, and provide social and environmental benefits
particularly in terms of more efficient transport compared to road haulage of
freight and reduced costs for commodities. The 3,000 tonnes of freight carried
by a typical SOT train would require 160 semi-trailers and the consumption of
approximately 1 million litres more fuel than rail freight.
The company urgently requires to relocate its operations to the proposed facility
in the Canning Vale Industrial Estate in order to improve the efficiency of its
operations and to cope with increased demand for its services. It has
investigated several sites in the Perth Metropolitan Region for the new facility,
but only the site at Canning Vale can meet its requirements.
The environmental assessment presented in this CER indicates that the proposed
rail freight facility in the Canning Vale Industrial Estate will not cause any
significant environmental impacts in terms of noise, air quality, dust, pollution of
surface or groundwater, light spill, visual amenity or transport.
The central issue in public submissions on this proposal and with the DEP to date,
has been the potential adverse impacts of noise associated with locomotives at
the site and especially when idling. Specific noise assessments summarised in
the CER indicate that noise from such locomotive activities will cause only a
marginal and acceptable increase in the existing environmental noise level. The
proponent has also made a series of commitments to reduce the noise emissions
from the locomotives.
Train operations are not required to comply with the Noise Abatement
(Neighbourhood Annoyance) Regulations, 1979. The proposed Environmental
Protection (Noise) Regulations, 1997 specifically excludes trains. The trains
associated with the SOT facility will not create any greater noise than the current
train operations. Emission of excessive noise will not occur, nor will there be
emission of noise which unreasonably interferes with the health, welfare,
convenience or amenity in the adjoining residential area. The intention of
Section 49 of the Environmental Protection Act, 1986 is therefore seen to be
satisfied.
It is concluded therefore, that the proposed rail freight facility and distribution
centre will be able to comply with environmental standards normally applied to
activities of this type, and that it should be assessed as environmentally
acceptable in the proposed location.
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PROPOSED SCT RAIL FREIGHT FACILITY
THE CONSULTATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CER) PROCESS
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PROPOSED SCT RAIL FREIGHT FACILITY
REGIONAL LOCATION
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SCT RAIL FREIGHT FACILITY
SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
FIGURE 3
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View 3 - Looking east along railway line
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SCT RAIL FREIGHT FACILITY
LOCAL VIEWS
FIGURE 13
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Environmental Protection Authority
SPECIALIZED CONTAINER TRANSPORT
RAIL FREIGHT TER'I1NAL AND DISTRIBUTION
CENTRE
(Assessment Number 1110)
CONSULTATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
GUIDELINES
Introduction
Specialised Container Transport intends to establish a Rail Freight Terminal and Distribution
Centre on Portion of Lot Pt 14 Baile Road, Canning Vale. The proposed Rail Freight Terminal
and Distribution Centre is indicated on the plan (Attachment 1).
Overview
All environmental reviews have the objective of protecting the environment. Environmental
impact assessment is deliberately a public process in order to obtain broad ranging advice. The
review requires the proponent to describe the proposal, receiving environment, potential
environmental impacts and the management of the issues arising from the environmental
impacts, so that the environment is protected to an acceptable level.
Throughout the assessment process it is the objective of the Environmental Protection
Authority (EPA) to assist the proponent to improve the proposal such that the environment is
protected in the best manner possible. The DEP will co-ordinate, on behalf of the EPA,
relevant government agencies and the public in providing advice about environmental matters
during the assessment of the Consultative Environmental Review (CER) for this proposal.
The primary purpose of the CER is to provide information on the proposal to the EPA within
the local and regional framework. The aim of the document is to emphasise those relevant
environmental factofs which have the potential impact on the physical and biological
environment from the proposal.
Objectives of the CER
The objectives of the CER are to:
place this proposal in the context of the local and regional environment;
adequately describe all components of the proposal, so that the Minister for the Environment
can consider approval of a well-defined project;
provide the basis of the proponent's environmental management program, which shows that
the environmental issues resulting from the proposal can be acceptably managed; and
communicate clearly with the public (including government agencies), so that the EPA can
obtain infomied public comment to assist in providing advice to government.

Environmental Management
The proponent should approach environmental management in terms of best practice. Best
practice environmental management includes:
development of an environmental policy;
agreed environmental objectives;
management of environmental objectives;
involve the public as appropriate;
audit performance against agreed indicators;
regular reporting to the EPA or DEP (or nominated agencies);
commitment to a quality assured environmental management system and continuous
improvement; and
periodic (for example 5 yearly) review in conjunction with the EPA or DEP or nominated
agencies.
Contents of the CER
The contents reflect the purpose of the CER, which is:
to communicate clearly with the public (including government agencies), so that the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) can obtain informed public comment to assist in
providing advice to the government;
to describe the proposal adequately, so that the Minister for the Environment can consider
approval of a well-defined project; and
to provide the basis of the proponent's environmental management program, which shows
that the environmental issues resulting from the proposal can be acceptably managed.
The language used in the body of the CER should be kept simple and concise, considering the
audience includes non-technical people, and, any extensive, technical detail should either be
referenced or appended to the CER. It should be noted that the CER will form the legal basis
of the Minister for the Environment's approval of the proposal. Hence the CER should include
a description of all the main and ancillary components of the proposal, including options where
relevant.
The contents of the CER should include:
Overview
introduction of the proposal, including a brief history of the project and location, and
possible future stages. A clear overlay of a suitably scaled aerial photograph, which clearly
indicates the nature and extent of works proposed. A regional map should be included
which identifies the proposal within a social and regional setting.
Justification
justification and objectives for the proposed development;
the legal framework, including existing zoning and environmental approvals, and decision
making authorities and involved agencies; and
consideration of alternative options.
The proposal
description of the components of the proposal, including details of the ultimate scale, and
proposed stages. This information could be presented in the form of a table which describes
the key characteristics of the proposal. The table would need to be supplemented with
drawings to ensure that the proposal is clearly explained; and
timing and staging of the project.

Existing environment
description of the receiving environment which may be impacted;
proximity to residential estates of Livingston and Waratah in the locality of Canning Vale,
and Landsdowne Grove and Landsdowne Park in the locality of Gosnells.
Environmental Factors and Management
The environmental factors can be determined from a consideration, called scoping, of the
potential impacts from the various components of the proposal on a receiving environment,
including people. The CER should focus on the relevant environmental factors for the
proposal, and it is recommended that these be agreed in consultation with the EPA and DEP
and relevant public and government agencies. A description of the project component and the
receiving environment should be directly included with, or referenced to, the discussion of the
factor. The technical basis for measuring the impact and any specifications or standards for
assessing and managing the factor should be provided.
The EPA considers that the proponent should provide a table which describes the following:
the present state of the environment;
potential impacts of the proposal on the environment;
nominate environmental management objectives(s); and
envisaged state of the environment.
The environmental factors from which the relevant environmental factors are derived (and their
corresponding objectives) should be set out under the following categories:
biophysical;
pollution; and
social surroundings
Further key factors may be raised during the preparation of the CER, and on-going
consultation with the EPA and DEP and relevant agencies is recommended. Factors which can
be readily managed as part of normal operations for the existing operations or similar projects
may be briefly described.
Information used to reach conclusions should be properly referenced, including personal
communications. Assessments of the significance of an impact should be soundly based rather
than unsubstantiated opinions, and the assessment should lead to a discussion of the
management of the issue.
At this stage, the EPA believes the most relevant environmental factors are:
noise;
air quality;
lighting overspill; and
visual amenity.
These factors should be addressed within the CER for the public to consider and make
comment to the EPA, and will be addressed by the EPA in it's report to the Minister for the
Environment.

Impacts:
impact of noise emitted from the project operations, specifically in relation to:
0 The Rail Freight Terminal and Distribution Centre.
The Rail Freight Terminal and Distribution Centre will be subject to the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Regulations which are proposed to be gazetted this year. The CER
should present the predicted maximum noise level from the Centre and indicate how
this compares with noise levels set by the proposed noise regulations. The CER should
also indicate what measures will be taken to prevent, minimise and attenuate noise
emissions from the Centre.
()The rail siding area within the rail reserve including shunting and train arrivals and
departures.
The EPA expects that operations on the siding area must achieve acceptable noise
levels. The CER should present predictions of noise emissions from the rail siding
area, and indicate measures which will be taken to prevent, minimise and attenuate
noise emissions.
The CER needs to demonstrate that the level of noise emission achievable from. the rail
siding area will not result in unacceptable impacts on the social surrounds of adjoining
residential areas.
0 Rail traffic associated with the project moving to and from Forrestfleld.
0 Construction activity.
impact on surrounding land users due to light overspill from construction and operational
activities;
impact on the visual amenity of surrounding land users, particularly those from the Rail
Freight Terminal and Distribution Centre and the operations associated with the rail siding
area within the rail reserve; and
impact of gaseous emissions on air quality, particularly that from train and road transport
operations associated with the project.
impact of road and rail traffic associated with the project on level of service and safety of the
existing road network.
The EPA expects the proponent to take due care in ensuring any other relevant environmental
factors which may be of interest to the public are addressed.
Management:
discussion of the relevant environmental factors as related to relevant policies, objectives
and/or standards which may apply;
discussion of the management of the relevant environmental factors, including commitments
to appropriate action; and
a summary of the environmental management program, including the key commitments,
monitoiing work and the auditing of the program.
The preliminary environmental factors identified and the EPA's management objective for these
factors have been identified in the table below.

SPECIALIZED CONTAINER TRANSPORT
RAIL FREIGHT TERMINAL AND DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
(Assessment Number 1110)
TABLE OF PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
Preliminary Environmental Factor

Protect the surrounding land uses such that
gaseous emissions do not adversely impact
upon their welfare and amenity or cause
health problems by meeting agreed
standards and guidelines.
Protect the surrounding land uses such that
dust emissions will not adversely impact
upon their welfare and amenity or cause
health problems by meeting agreed
guidelines.
Maintain or improve surface/groundwater
quality to ensure existing and potential
users are protected.

Air quality

Particulates/dust

Surfacelgroundwater quality

Manage potential impacts from
overspill.

Light overspill

Social

Transport

Proposed Management of
Environmental_Factor

Pollution
Protect the amenity of nearby residents
from noise and vibration impacts resulting
from activities associated with the proposal
by ensuring that noise and vibration levels
meet statutoLy requirements and acceptable
standards.

Noise and vibration

Visual amenity

Environmental Objective

Managed under Parts IV and V of the
Environmental Protection Act [1986].
Those parts of the project which will be
subject to existing and proposed Noise
Regulations need to comply with these.
Those parts of the project which will not be
subject to regulations must achieve
acceptable standards.
Managed under Part V of the Environmental
Protection Act [19861 and in accordance
with the Land Development Sites and
Impact on Air Quality guidelines (DEP,
November 1996).
Managed under Part V of the Environmental
Protection Act [1986] and in accordance
with the Land Development Sites and
Impact on Air Quality guidelines (DEP,
November 1996).
Managed under Part V of the. Environmental
Protection Act [1986].

light Managed under Part V of the Environmental
Protection Act (1986) and have regard for
AS 4282 Interim Standard-Control of the
Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting.

surroundings
Visual amenity of the area adjacent to the
project should not be unduly affected by the
proposal.
Ensure that road and rail traffic associated
with the project does not result in
unacceptable levels of service or safety on
the existing road network.

Managed under Part IV of
Environmental Protection Act [1986].

the

Manage to requirements of Main Roads WA
and Depailment of Transport.
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A description should be provided of the public participation and consultation activities
undertaken by the proponent in preparing the CER. It should describe the activities
undertaken, the dates, the groups/individuals involved and the objectives of the activities.
Cross reference should be made with the description of environmental management of the
issues which should clearly indicate how community concerns have been addressed. Those
concerns which are dealt with outside the EPA process can be noted and referenced.
Environmental management commitments
Te method of implementation of the proposal and all commitments made by the proponent
become legally enforceable under the conditions of environmental approval issued by the
Minister for the Environment in the statement. Proponents are encouraged to consolidate the
important commitments in the public review document, and these are attached to the Minister's
statement.
Commitments which address relevant environmental factors will be audited by the DEP, along
with the environmental conditions. The commitments should have the form of:
the proponent (who) will prepare a plan or take action (what) to meet an environmental
objective (why) by doing something (how/where), to a time frame (when), and to whose
requirements or advice, if not the DEP, the action/plan will be prepared. These
commitments may be addressed in tabular form.
Other commitments, which address less contentious issues (and may be contained either within
the public review document or in the summary of commitments), show that the proponent is
dedicated to good environmental management of the project. The DEP expects that the
proponent will audit these commitments by internal processes (under an Environmental
Management System). Though not subject to routine audit by the DEP, it may periodically
request that compliance with these commitments be demonstrated, so as to verify satisfactory
environmental performance in the proponent's implementation of the proposal.
All commitments should define the objective and action in sufficient detail so that the
achievement of compliance can be measured. The DEP acknowledges that , with the
implementation of best practice and continuous improvement, the procedures to implement the
environmental management program, whilst ensuring the objective is still achieved.
An example of a typical commitment is:
Issue

Objective

EMP

Commitme
nt

Timing
(Phase)

Inplement an Develop and Preimplement an development
effective
and on-going
effective
EMP
EMP

Whose
Requireme
nts
EPA

Specificati
on
(Performan
ce
Indicators)
EPA
developed
and
implemented
to
requirements
of EPA.

